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ABSTRACT

The objective of Rate Control (RC) is to achieve optimum visual quality for video applications under some real-world constraints, e.g. bandwidths and delay. Aiming at improving rate control performance, our study concentrated on current rate control techniques for H.265/HEVC - the current international video compression standard. In this thesis, we present a new bufferless direct rate regulation algorithm for H.265/HEVC video compression. To achieve accurate bitrate control for real-time networked video applications based on the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control theory, our algorithm first performs target bit allocation, and then directly controls the number of actual compression bits to get close to the number of target encoding bits. Different from conventional rate control approaches, a buffer is not adopted in our algorithm which naturally reduces encoding delay and improves real-time response. When compared with the rate control scheme adopted by H.265/HEVC reference software, the experimental results have demonstrated that, on average, our proposed algorithm obtains higher encoding quality up to 3.74 dB, while improving rate control accuracy up to 23.71%.
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CHAPTER 1 VIDEO COMPRESSION BASICS

Video streaming has become a prolific source of media on the Internet with over fifty percent of all downstream internet traffic being video streaming data. With this popularity, a rapid rise in video quality going beyond HD and into 4k and 8k resolutions have been emerging. Simultaneously, video streaming services such as Netflix and YouTube have become massively popular which contributes to the overwhelming percentage of video related data being streamed. As more video streaming services enter the market, the popularity of streaming high-quality video will only increase and demand for better compression methodologies along with it. The need for video compression has been prevalent even in the earliest days of the internet for services such as video conferencing and phones or for fitting media on storage devices like CD-ROMs. A broad range of applications with various constraints, e.g. bandwidth and delay, must be taken into account when compressing video. To ensure these constraints are met, a rate control (RC) system must be employed in video compression to obtain optimum visual quality for video applications under some real-world constraints. As the demand and quality of video streaming services and beyond increase, video compression and the underlying technologies must evolve with it to enable these services to operate effectively.

The emergence of high resolution video, in particular 4k and 8k, was the primary driving force behind the introduction of the High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265/HEVC) standard with the goal being a 50% performance gain over its predecessor H.264/AVC at the same video quality level [1]. While H.264/AVC has been the backbone for numerous video streaming platforms over many years, a new standard was highly demanded that could offer a higher rate of compression for these new resolution videos [1]. Due to its goal
of a 50% performance gain, H.265/HEVC has introduced several new technologies to meet this objective outlined later in this paper. Though H.265/HEVC stipulates the compression techniques and decoder design, it does not provide specific methods for some components such as rate control. Because there is no set standard, various methodologies and implementations can be proposed and incorporated into future versions of HEVC.

As the need for video compression grows and the standards for video compression progress, new methodologies for handling specific aspects of video compression, such as rate control, have been progressing as well. In this chapter, we review the principles of video compression, discuss international compression standards, and introduce the basic concept of video rate control - a crucial component of video compression.

1.1 Basic Principles of Video Compression

Since the size of video data is huge, video compression is a necessity for various video applications. Without compression, even a low resolution video can take up a large amount of data. Let’s take the following video for example: the resolution (frame size) is 640x480 pixels, 24 bits/pixel, the frame rate is 30 frames per second (fps), and the video length is 5 minutes. The transmission rate or the bandwidth of such a low resolution 5-minute video would be around 27 MB/s and would take a total space of 8.1 GB. Higher resolution videos such as 4k take substantially higher amounts of space to store. A video that has a resolution of 4096x2160 with 30 fps and a running time of 10 minutes would take 477 TB to store and 796 GB/s (bandwidth) to transmit. Due to video requiring such an enormous amount of space and bandwidth, as well as the need to transmit videos
quickly, video compression must be employed to significantly reduce the huge amount of space/bandwidth required when storing or transmitting videos.

There is a high degree of redundancy in video data which can be expressed in two forms: spatial redundancy and temporal redundancy. Many pixels in a frame are oftentimes repeated or very similar to other adjacent pixels. This is known as spatial redundancy. It refers to the correlation among neighboring pixels within the same frame. Consecutive frames in a video are also usually similar and temporal redundancy refers to the correlation between successive frames. Video compression, as discussed below, can be achieved through reducing spatial redundancy and temporal redundancy [2].

### 1.1.1 Temporal Redundancy Removal - Motion Estimation & Compensation

As mentioned previously, temporal redundancy refers to the similarity between successive frames. Within a video sequence, individual frames tend to change very little aside from what motion takes place. Thus, the basic idea of removing temporal redundancy is to take the difference between two consecutive frames and only encode the difference to save bits. From Figure 1.1, we can see that the values in a difference frame (original frame-previous frame) are much smaller than the pixel values in an original frame. It is well known that a smaller value needs fewer binary bits to represent when compared with a bigger value. Thus, we can save a lot of binary bits in representing the difference. For example, only 2 binary bits are needed to represent the difference value 3 (1st row & 1st column) in Figure 1.1 (b), while 8 binary bits must be used to represent its corresponding original value 139 (1st row & 1st column) in Figure 1.1 (a). Compression algorithms can choose an anchor frame to use as a reference frame, find the difference for subsequent
frames, and then code only the differences to save bits. However, if we subtract two consecutive frames directly and only encode the difference, the compression ratio is around 3:1, which is very low.

![Original Frame and Difference Frame](image)

In order to obtain higher compression performance, Motion Estimation (ME) and Compensation have been developed to minimize the difference and reduce temporal redundancy to the highest degree. Motion estimation finds the minimum difference in the two frames through a spatial search that is performed for each macroblock of a frame [3]. That is to say, ME searches for the best match, with the minimum difference, for macroblocks between the current frame and the reference frame. The direction and type of transformation is saved as a motion vector (MV) and any difference between the translated macroblocks is accounted for in a residual frame.

1.1.2 Spatial Redundancy Removal - Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT)

Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) converts the information contained in 8x8 blocks of pixels from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. After DCT, we lose the spatial information (pixel values), but we obtain the frequency information (frequency coefficients) instead. As we can see from Figure 1.2 (b), the DC coefficient (1st row & 1st column) and the first few low frequency coefficients in the upper-left corner have larger
absolute values than the remaining high frequency coefficients. This indicates that DCT compacts the most energy of a frame into the first few coefficients (upper-left part) as possible. That is also to say, that most information of a video frame is accurately described by the first few low frequency coefficients. Since humans are much less likely to notice the loss of higher frequency components than the loss of lower frequency components, the spatial redundancy can be removed by encoding the lower frequencies with more bits than the higher frequencies. If most information is accurately described by the first few coefficients we can use more bits to finely encode the first several low frequency coefficients while using fewer bits to coarsely compress the remaining high frequency coefficients, or even simply discard them without encoding. By doing this, a lot of bits are saved with little signal distortion, and thus the spatial redundancy can be removed.

![Figure 1.2: DCT Transformation (8x8 block)](image)

1.1.3 Quantization

Quantization reduces the number of bits needed to represent a pixel or sample by reducing its precision [2]. Quantization error is the main source of lossy compression [4] and for that reason, DCT coefficients are quantized to obtain higher compression. Though this results in data loss, the quality is only marginally impacted because most of the data loss is from higher frequency coefficients that are less noticeable to people. Quantization
is obtained by dividing DCT coefficients that are obtained earlier by a quantization matrix. This matrix is manipulated by a quantizer scaler code and is adjusted by multiplying the matrix by this scalar code. Doing this creates redundancy within the 8x8 macroblock that can be further reduced later on. Rate control, explained further on, directly manipulates this scalar in order to control the bitrate. From Figure 1.3, we can see that the coefficients become much smaller and most of them are just zero. This further reduces a large number of bits used in compression.

![Figure 1.3: DCT Coefficient Quantization](image)

1.1.4 Zigzag Scan and Entropy Encoding

Once the coefficients have been quantized, they are converted into a one-dimensional string through Zigzag scanning, which takes advantage of how DCT coefficients are arranged after quantization. From Figure 1.3, you will notice that the majority of coefficients are zeroes aside from the upper left portion. Zigzag scanning starts with the non-zero coefficients in the top left corner and zig zags down through the frame, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. This will produce a one dimensional array that looks like this: 41, 20, 17, 18, 17, 27, 15, 21, 3, 1, 0, …, 0. Thus, Zigzag scanning groups low frequency coefficients at the beginning of a 1-D array and puts high frequency coefficients at the end. The exact form of scanning in modern encoders does not always follow a zigzag pattern,
but the principle of ordering coefficients in a way that produces redundancy is still a fundamental of scanning.

![Zigzag scanning](image)

Figure 1.4: Zigzag scanning

After the Zigzag scan, the coefficients in a 1-D array are entropy coded to further reduce the number of bits in compression. The final output from a video encoder is a compressed binary bitstream which consists of 1 and 0 only. This bitstream can be either stored on disks or transmitted over networks.

### 1.1.5 Frame Types and Group of Pictures (GOP)

When encoding, each frame is categorized into one of three types of frames: Intra frame (I-frame), Predictive frame (P-frame), and Bi-directional frame (B-frame). P-frames and B-frames are also called inter-frames. An I-frame is treated as an independent image and coded by only applying DCT to remove spatial redundancy within the frame. It skips the motion estimation and compensation portion of video encoding entirely and is a reference frame for subsequent predictive frames.

A P-frame is coded by a forward predictive coding method, in which the difference is predicted between the current P-frame and its previously encoded I-frame or P-frame. P-frame coding exploits the similarity with previously coded frames (temporal redundancy) as well as within the frame (spatial redundancy).
A B-frame is similar to a P-frame, but it goes a step further. It is coded by exploiting the similarity with both previously coded frames and future frames as well as within the frame. Due to this, B-frames take up fewer coding bits than both I-frames and P-frames.

Both P-frame and B-frame coding are called inter-coding, which removes both temporal redundancy and spatial redundancy. I-frame coding is called intra-coding as it only removes the spatial redundancy. Generally speaking, an I-frame requires more bits to encode than a P-frame, while a P-frame needs more coding bits than a B-frame. Figure 1.5 shows each type of frame, and their respective predictive frames.

Figure 1.5: Example of each frame type and its predictive frames

A sequence of these types of frames is known as a Group of Pictures (GOP). It includes a pattern and length for each sequence which provides a structure for encoding. Each GOP starts with a reference I-frame and the length of the GOP is the number of inter-frames (P- or B-frames) between a pair of I-frames. This structure tells the encoder in what order the frames need to be encoded and allows for a variety of different and repeatable sequences. Figure 1.6 illustrates a typical GOP structure and the predictive frames each P and B frame reference [2].
1.1.6 General Encoding Process

To end this section, we summarize the major steps used in a generic video coding system below.

**Step 1.** Use Motion estimation and compensation (ME & MC) to reduce temporal redundancy. If the current frame is the first frame, the encoder does not perform ME & MC since the first frame does not have the previous neighboring frame to reference. This is called intra-coding. If the current frame is not the first frame, the encoder performs ME & MC to reduce temporal redundancy and obtains the frame difference between the current frame and its neighboring reference frames.

**Step 2.** Apply DCT to a frame or a difference frame to reduce the spatial redundancy. The result obtained in this step is the frequency or DCT coefficients.

**Step 3.** Quantize DCT coefficients. Quantization reduces the precision of data and results in a loss of video signal. This step is responsible for the majority of compression seen during the video encoding process at the cost of minor visual degradation.

**Step 4.** Zigzag scan and entropy code the quantized coefficients to further reduce bits.
After applying the above major steps, the output of a video encoder is a compressed binary bitstream, which is suitable for storing or transmission. Figure 1.7 shows an overview of a generic video coding system.

![Figure 1.7: Generic Video Coding System](image)

### 1.2 Video Compression International Standards - Overview

#### 1.2.1 Compression Standard Overview

The fast-growing demand for heterogeneous video applications has stimulated the advancement of video compression technology. Over the years, different compression standards have been developed to meet the different needs for various video applications. Two international organizations have taken charge of developing video compression standards. One is the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), and the other one is the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) - Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG).

The compression standards developed by ITU mainly target real-time video communication applications such as video conference and video phone, while ISO puts more focus on investigating standards for video storage and broadcast. In recent years, the experts from both ISO-MPEG and ITU started to work jointly to develop new compression standards for the next generation: Ultra-HDTV.
Both H.261 [5] and H.263 [6] were developed for videophone and video conferencing by ITU in 1990 and 1998 respectively. H.261 only provided low quality videophone and video conferencing over ISDN. It supports variable bit rates of \( nx64 \) Kbps \((n=1..30)\). H.263 was developed based on H.261 and has many technical improvements. It supports low quality video phone to high quality video conferencing with bitrates ranging from 10 to 384 Kbps. H.263 has made tremendous gains in its video quality over H.261.

MPEG-1 [7] and MPEG-2 [8] were developed for video storage and broadcast by ISO in 1992 and 1994 respectively. MPEG-1 is both a video and audio compression standard. Its typical applications are MP3 and Video CD (VCD) with bitrates up to 1.5 Megabits per second (Mbit/s). To meet users’ requirements for higher resolutions, MPEG-2 was designed for applications at much higher bitrates (higher than 2 Mbit/s), which were not supported by MPEG-1. As a superset of MPEG-1, MPEG-2 offers higher data rates, better error resilience and higher compression performance with its typical applications including HDTV and DVD.

Since both H.261 and H.263 were targeted for real-time video communication, they cannot be used to store videos and do not provide random access throughout a video sequence. MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 were designed for storage and broadcast, but they are not optimized for network transmission. There was no universal standard for both video storage and transmission. Therefore, there was a need to develop a new compression standard which could work well for storage, broadcast, and network transmission.

To address this need, MPEG-4 [9] was developed by ISO following MPEG-2. It is a standard for multimedia applications that aims to provide a solution to all applications in the fields of computer, telecommunications, and TV/file industries. It covers a wide range
of multimedia applications, with bit rates as low as 5 Kbit/s and as high as 5Mbit/s. It first adopts object-based coding in which each object is encoded and transmitted separately. When network bandwidths are limited, important objects can be coded with higher bitrates to obtain better quality, while non-important objects can be coded with lesser quality and lower bitrates, or even discarded entirely, in order to save bits. By doing this, the coding efficiency is improved. The object-based encoding also introduces content interaction since people can manipulate objects in a scene or a frame. When compared to the previous standards, MPEG-4 demonstrates higher compression efficiency and offers flexible content-based interactivity.

With the objective to further improve compression performance and provide better error resilience, the experts from ITU and ISO formed a Joint Video Team (JVT) and jointly developed a new compression standard - H.264/AVC [10]. The ITU call it H.264 while it is known as MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) by the ISO. Some new techniques have been developed in this new standard including Rate-Distortion Optimized (RDO) motion estimation and mode decision, flexible block size, Intra frame prediction, and multi-frame motion estimation. Correspondingly, H.264/AVC provides 30%~50% better compression than MPEG-2, and around 30% over MPEG-4 and H.263. H.264/AVC has a wide variety of applications ranging from mobile services and video streaming, to D-Cinema, HDTV, and HD video storage.

High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265/HEVC) [1] is the most recent video coding standard developed jointly by ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) who previously worked together on the H.264/AVC standard [10]. The objective for this current standard was to further increase
the compression performance over H.264/AVC and previous compression standards. H.265/HEVC proposes a number of new techniques in order to obtain higher compression performance. While H.265/HEVC follows most of the same conventions that were presented in H.264/AVC, such as inter and intra picture prediction, and similar entropy encoding techniques, it has optimized and improved these techniques while also introducing new technology that makes the standard more flexible than its predecessor. A key feature of this new standard is the redesign of macroblocks from the previous standard. In previous versions, a macroblock would consist of a 16x16 block containing the luma information with two corresponding 8x8 chroma blocks [1]. This has been changed in H.265/HEVC to instead use coding tree units (CTU) which is similar in structure to macroblocks but allows for luma blocks and their corresponding components to be either 16x16, 32x32, or 64x64 [1]. This offers a high level of granularity and optimization, with frames being broken down according to their complexity, thus encoding them more efficiently than previous encoders.

Using new compression techniques, H.265/HEVC was able to achieve over 50% increase in compression efficiency when compared to the previous standard H.264/AVC. It also supports resolutions up to 8K Ultra-high-definition TV (8192x4320). Our research work is based on this current compression standard (H.265/HEVC).

1.3 Video Rate Control

1.3.1 Rate Control Definition

Due to the properties of entropy coding and the nature of content change among video frames, video encoding produces a compressed bit stream with variable encoding
There is an issue when transmitting compressed bitstreams over constrained network channels. On one hand, network congestion and video data loss might be caused if the encoding bitrate is larger than the network bandwidth. On the other hand, video coding quality might be degraded unnecessarily, and network bandwidth might be wasted if the encoding bitrate is less than the channel bandwidth. To resolve this issue, rate control (RC) must then be adopted to decide the encoding parameters to regulate the encoding bitrate of a video that is being transmitted over a network within limited bandwidth. At the same time, it ensures the optimal amount of bandwidth is being utilized to maximize the encoding quality. Since channel bandwidths are limited and time-varying, rate control is a must to achieve the best tradeoff between encoding quality and bandwidth utilization. Without rate control, it is impossible to have various video applications for either storage or transmission. Therefore, it plays a crucial role in video compression and transmission.

Two different network channels types exist: Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and Constant Bit Rate (CBR). CBR requires that the bitrate over the channel be constant. A buffer is used to smooth out any variation in bitrate that can occur within a video in order to maintain a constant bitrate. Instead of requiring a specific bitrate to be maintained, VBR provides a set of parameters that must be followed. VBR is expected to maintain a certain level of quality or adapt as needed based on network conditions and, as such, is not as strict as CBR. Rate control considers both types of channels and adjusts the bitrate accordingly to fully utilize the available bandwidth.
1.3.2 Rate Control Basics

Generally speaking, rate control consists of several core components: target bit allocation, buffer control, and rate-distortion modeling. We will discuss them, along with rate control steps, in the section below.

1. Target bit allocation

Target bit allocation focuses on how to estimate the target bit budget to encode a coding unit, i.e. a frame or a macroblock (MB). Given the target encoding bitrate, which is dependent on the current available network bandwidth, the estimation is based on various information such as the available remaining bits, the coding unit’s complexity, and the number of remaining coding units to be encoded.

2. Rate - Distortion Model and Rate - Quantization Model

The Rate-Distortion (R-D) model, or the Rate-Quantization (R-Q) model, plays a key role in RC [14]. Rate (R) represents the target coding bitrate, which is normally given by the current available network bandwidth while distortion (D) indicates the reconstructed error caused by compression. Distortion is in inverse relation to coding quality [15]. The higher the distortion is, the lower the encoding quality. The encoding parameter, used in controlling encoding rate and distortion during the coding process, is called the quantizer (Q) or quantization parameter (QP). The Q determines how much of the encoding frame will be quantized and has a direct effect on the distortion of this frame. Rate control manages the bitrate of a video by directly modifying Q [13].

The R-D model and the R-Q model, as illustrated in Figure 1.8, characterize the relations among the target coding bit rate, distortion, and the quantizer (Q) for video coding. From Figure 1.8 (a), we can find that distortion and rate have an inverse
relationship, i.e., a decreasing D leads to an increasing R and an increasing D is caused by a decreasing R. So, the R-D model is a tradeoff between R & D. We can observe from Figure 1.8 (b) that R decreases when Q increases and vice versa. Similarly, the R-Q model also represents a tradeoff between R & Q. By combining these two models, we can draw the conclusion: when Q increases, R will decrease, but D will increase, which results in a higher compression performance with a lower encoding quality. On the contrary, when Q decreases, R will increase but D will decrease correspondingly. This will reduce compression performance and improve the coding quality.

![Figure 1.8: Rate-Distortion model and Rate-QP model](image)

Given the target bitrate R, which is the available channel bandwidth, we can calculate the Q according to the R-Q model and then use this Q to control the actual encoding rate to be close to the given target bitrate. If a R-D or a R-Q model is precise enough, rate control can be achieved accurately. Therefore, we can tell how important these models are to rate control.

3. **Buffer in Rate Control**

Traditional rate controllers normally place a buffer between an encoder and a network channel to smooth out the rate variation. The encoder compresses a frame and
sends the encoded bits to the buffer, while the channel takes out the compressed bits from
the buffer and transmits them over a network. If the output encoding rate from a video
encoder exceeds the channel bandwidth, the buffer stores the excess encoding bits to reduce
bitrate fluctuation. The goal of buffer control is to maintain buffer fullness at a certain level
so as to avoid buffer overflow and underflow. Buffer overflow will cause frame data loss
and interrupt video smoothness; while buffer underflow will waste channel bandwidth and
degrade the coding quality unnecessarily. Thus, buffer fullness should be maintained at a
certain level in order to avoid buffer overflow and underflow.

The use of a buffer in rate control also brings in an amount of delay in transmission.
A larger buffer corresponds to a longer transmission delay, while a smaller buffer provides
low delay at the risk of frame data loss. A buffer’s size is normally decided according to
the delay permitted by various applications [13].

The core methodologies for controlling a quantizer have centered around deriving
efficient buffer control algorithms such as [16]. Such methods focus around the output
buffer that encoded frames are loaded into before being transmitted. In CBR scenarios, the
output buffer will have a set, constant bitrate wherein the optimal amount of buffer fullness
is at 50% utilization. This means that the amount being transmitted matches the amount
being loaded into the buffer. While various implementations have been proposed, the
underlying principle is the same with buffer-focused algorithms: monitor buffer fullness
and adjust the quantization parameter accordingly. If the buffer is starting to overflow, then
the QP is increased to further compress the incoming frames. Thus, fewer and fewer coding
bits are sent to the buffer to lower the buffer fullness. If the buffer is underflowing, QP is
decreased gradually, which generates more and more encoding bits so as to increase the
buffer fullness correspondingly. Figure 1.9 demonstrates a high-level view of a buffer in rate control.

Figure 1.9: Buffer in Rate Control

1.3.3 Rate Control Process

After introducing the fundamental concepts of rate control, we describe the common rate control process in a stepwise manner. By adjusting the QP of a coding unit, rate control can directly affect the coding quality and regulate the coding rate. Assume that the target encoding bitrate, determined by available network bandwidth, is already known before encoding.

Step 1. According to the current available information, such as bandwidth, remaining available bits, remaining coding units, and coding complexities, estimate the target bit budget to encode the current coding unit.

Step 2. Based on buffer fullness, the number of target bits estimated is further adjusted to avoid buffer overflow or underflow.

Step 3. Given the target bits, compute the encoding parameter, QP, according to the R-Q model.

Step 4. Use the QP to encode the current coding unit. If the R-Q model is accurate enough after encoding, the number of actual encoding bits should be very close to the number of estimated target bits.
Step 5. According to the coding results, dynamically update the R-Q model to make it become more and more accurate to reflect the characteristics of the coding sequence. If the buffer tends to overflow, skip encoding the next coding unit.

Step 6. Go to Step 1 to encode the next coding unit until the end.

After applying the above steps to every coding unit, the actual encoding rate should be close to the target encoding rate.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Rate control has been an important research topic in literature and well studied over the years. Various rate control algorithms have been developed for various applications and compression standards. In this section, we will review typical rate control algorithms and related work.

2.1 Rate Control in International Video Compression Standards

Throughout the history of video encoding, rate control has been an important part of ensuring that encoding is performed smoothly and does not go over its predetermined limits despite not being a normative part of any encoders. Features such as rate control are not usually specified for the encoder which allows for different algorithms and implementations to be proposed and adopted. Rate control has evolved over the years and looking back at previous rate control methods for different compression standards provides us a better foundation to understand newer rate control technology.

2.1.1 H.261 Rate Control

The first of ITU’s (International Telecom Union) H.261 codecs designed primarily for video conferencing [13, 17]. This encoder introduces concepts to video encoding that are used in modern encoders such as DCT, motion estimation, and motion prediction [17]. Encoding is done primarily through DCT, quantization, and prediction [17].

Due to video conferencing mainly only having to deal with the upper half portion of people's bodies and low movement, the rate control in this standard simply keeps track of the buffer fullness and makes adjustments to the QP accordingly [13]. It primarily
controls the encoded bits by modifying the QP of the frame being encoded based on the amount of buffer fullness. Along with modifying the QP, if buffer fullness hits a critical threshold, the rate control algorithm for this encoder will not send data to prevent further overflow [13]. On the other hand, if the buffer reaches a critical underflow threshold, then it will add additional compressed bits to maintain a balanced buffer fullness [13].

2.1.2 MPEG-1 Rate Control

MPEG-1 is the first standard developed by the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) and was designed for storage media such as CD-ROM [7]. MPEG-1 uses Group of Pictures (GOP) which consists of three different types of frames: I, P, and B. The rate control of MPEG-1 monitors buffer fullness similar to H.261, considers the GOP structure, and distributes the number of target bits based on the GOP size and frame type to be encoded. P frames should obtain 2-5x the amount of bits compared to B frames, and I frames should receive 3x the amount of bits compared to P frames.

2.1.3 MPEG-2 Rate Control

MPEG-2 is a continuation of the MPEG-1 format designed for higher resolution formats such as DVD and HDTV [18, 19]. It is a superset of the MPEG-1 standard and is backwards compatible meaning it can decode any MPEG-1 video [18, 20]. The MPEG-2 rate control consists of three main steps to regulate bitrate [8, 13, 21]. First, it calculates the number of bits that should be allocated to a GOP sequence. This takes into consideration the number and types of frames being encoded, along with any error in encoding previous GOP sequences [21]. Then, it estimates the target bits for a given frame. This is done
through taking into consideration the type of frame (I, P or B) being encoded, the frame complexity, along with the number of bits that are left for that particular GOP sequence. Once the target bit rate is found, based on a linear R-D model, MPEG-2 rate control computes the QP for each macroblock. Finally, the QP is adaptively adjusted based on the complexity of the macroblock and is used to encode this macroblock.

2.1.4 H.263 Rate Control

Based on H.261, H.263 was developed in 1995 to handle low bitrate communication [17]. The rate control for H.263 allocates target bits to a frame according to the channel bandwidth and frame rate, without considering frame complexity, numbers of frames left to code, number of bits already spent in coding, etc. [22]. According to the buffer status, the frame-level target bits are adjusted linearly to avoid buffer overflow or underflow. If the buffer is too full, exceeding a certain threshold, then the frame is skipped for encoding to reduce buffer fullness. H.263 rate control is performed at the macroblock level, but not the frame level. The target bits for a frame are further distributed to each macroblock according to the variance in a macroblock and the bits left for the frame being encoded [22]. Once the target bits for a macroblock is determined, we can obtain the QP for this macroblock using a logarithmic R-D model and use this QP to encode the macroblock.

2.1.5 MPEG-4 Rate Control (SRC)

The rate control adopted in MPEG-4 is scalable since it can work at the frame level, macroblock level, and object level [9, 23]. MPEG-4 rate control sets the buffer size in
regard to the latency requirements of applications and initializes the target buffer fullness level to half of the buffer size. The target bit budget per frame is estimated according to the actual encoding bits used in coding the previous frame and average remaining bits available per frame. Then, the frame target bit budget is modified linearly according to buffer occupancy to maintain buffer fullness at the target level. The quadratic rate-quantizer model below was first introduced in MPEG-4 rate control and has become one of the leading models. The QP is calculated for the frame being encoded based on the quadratic rate-quantizer model [23]:

\[ R = \frac{X_1 \times S}{Q} + \frac{X_2 \times S}{Q^2}, \]

where \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) are model parameters that are updated dynamically after encoding each frame, \( S \) represents the frame complexity which is based on the Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) of the frame, \( Q \) is the quantizer, and \( R \) is the number of target bits estimated for the frame.

The advantage of this model is its accuracy and simplicity. It has very low computational complexity and can quickly adapt to reflect the characteristics of the coding sequence. Therefore, this quadratic R-Q model has been widely used in rate control since then. Since \( X_1, X_2, \) and \( S \) are already known, once \( R \) is obtained after target bit estimation and buffer control, \( Q \) can be calculated based on this quadratic model and is then used to encode the current frame. After encoding, \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) are updated based on the actual encoding bits and QPs for previous frames. This can make the R-D model become more and more accurate to represent the R-D characteristic of the coding sequence over time. If the buffer fullness is over 80% of buffer size, the encoder skips the coding of the next frame.
2.1.6 H.264/AVC Rate Control

Rate control in H.264/AVC also adopts the above conventional quadratic Rate-Quantization (R-Q) model proposed for MPEG-4 to determine QP [24, 25]. However, since a new coding technique, Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO), is adopted in H.264/AVC, the MAD of the current inter coding unit (P&B) used in this R-Q model cannot be obtained. To resolve this problem, by using a linear MAD prediction model, H.264 rate control predicts the MAD of the current coding unit based on that of the previous encoded coding unit. To obtain fine-grain rate control, H.264/AVC also introduces the basic coding unit, which is either a frame, slice, or a set of MBs. This can achieve fine-grain rate control and provide high accuracy, but at the cost high complexity. H.264 rate control first estimates the total number of target bits allocated to each GOP and sets the initial QP of the 1st frame in each GOP. Then, it uses a linear model to predict MAD of the current basic unit and adopts the same quadratic R-Q model to calculate the QP to be used for RDO in this basic unit.

2.1.7 H.265/HEVC Rate Control

A rate control algorithm was proposed using a pixel wise unified rate-quantization model for H.265/HEVC [26]. This R-Q model is almost the same as the conventional quadratic R-D model with little variation. Due to the structure of Coding Tree Units (CTU) and their corresponding CU subunits, the encoder will partition Coding Units (CUs) if available and if splitting results in a smaller sum RD cost when compared to the RD cost of the parent CU. Effectively, each CU within a CTU will have the most optimal RD cost possible [26]. Because of this, each CU could potentially have their own R-D model, and
thus computing the QP would be computationally expensive considering that a frame could have any number of CUs. To save on computation time, a single unified R-D model was proposed in [26] that could be applied to all CUs within a frame, which can save computation time and reduce implementation complexity. The proposed unified quadratic R - D model [26] for each different CU size is described as:

$$\frac{R[k]}{N_{\text{pixels}}[k]} = MAD_p[k] \times \left( \frac{X_1[k]}{Q_\delta[k]} + \frac{X_2[k]}{Q_\delta[k]} \right),$$

where $R[k]$ describes the target bits for either a CTU or a frame, $N_{\text{pixels}}[k]$ is the number of pixels for the frame or CTU, $MAD_p[k]$ is the predicted distortion, $Q$ is the quantization parameter, $X_1[k]$ and $X_2[k]$ are model parameters that are updated after encoding [26].

To calculate the QP using this model, the target bits are first estimated by finding the bit budget for the frame being encoded. Before the bit budget for a frame can be found, the bit budget for the GOP must be determined. The bit budget for the GOP is calculated by dividing the bitrate over the framerate and then multiplying by the number of frames in the GOP [26]. This is then further adjusted by checking the buffer state to see if it has too many or too few bits. A frame’s bit budget can then be determined based on the available bits left for that GOP and what type of frame is being encoded. The final target bits are then adjusted based on the buffer status. The initial target bits are reduced accordingly if the buffer tends to overflow; otherwise, more target bits will be assigned if the buffer is starting to underflow. This model and rate control scheme were first adopted into version HM8.0 by H.265/HEVC.
2.2 Recent Advances in Rate Control for H.265/HEVC

With the advent of H.265/HEVC, a number of rate control algorithms have been proposed recently [26-40]. As we discussed in detail in Section 2.1.7, the research in [26, 27] observed that the ratios of distortions over bits for all the blocks are nearly constant due to using rate distortion optimization (RDO) technique. Therefore, based on the characteristics of similar ratios of distortions over bits regardless of block sizes, this work proposed a pixel-based unified Rate-Quantization (R-Q) model and developed a rate control (RC) algorithm. Due to its excellent performance, this work was adopted by HEVC reference software.

Li et al. [28, 29] proposed an R–λ model, where λ is the Lagrange Multiplier based on a frame’s complexity and then developed a rate control (RC) algorithm based on this model for H.265/HEVC. The algorithm allocates target bits to a GOP, a frame, or a Coding Tree Unit (CTU) after which it linearly adjusts the target bits based on buffer status. Due to its excellent RC performance, this work was integrated by Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) to be part of the HEVC Test Model [29]. Since this work uses the optimization technique for determining encoding parameters so as to achieve accurate rate regulation, it induces relatively high computational complexity in addition to the already very complicated HEVC encoding process.

After this work, a few other R – λ based rate control algorithms have also been recently proposed. The researchers in [30] proposed a gradient-based R – λ model and inner-frame rate control for HEVC. This work adopts a gradient per pixel to measure a frame’s complexity, calculates Lagrange Multiplier, and assigns target bits to improve RC performance. In order to enhance facial details for video conferencing, the work in [31]
developed a RC algorithm based on a weighted R–\(\lambda\) model which can allocate more target bits to important regions in a video frame. To control video quality fluctuations, the researchers in [32] established a model between the distortion and \(\lambda\). According to buffer fullness, it adjusts the CTU level \(\lambda\) and target bits to meet channel bandwidth for video communications.

The research in [33, 34] developed typical optimization rate control algorithms at the frame level and the block level for H.265/HEVC. To achieve satisfactory coding performance for intra coding, a Structural SIMilarity (SSIM)–based game theory approach was introduced in [33] to optimize the CTU-level bit allocation via the Nash bargaining solution. A \(\rho\)– domain bit allocation and a rate control algorithm have been proposed in [34] to optimize bit allocation for key frames [34]. They established an effective model for transformed coefficients and exploited skip-model CU percentage to evaluate frame-level quality dependency. Zhou et al. developed a SSIM-based RC scheme to achieve optimal CTU level bit allocation given the bitrate budget [35]. They established a SSIM-based R-D model and solved the global optimization problem using convex optimization.

An optimal bit allocation (OBT) for CTU-level rate control was introduced in [36]. It built an R-D estimation, formulated optimal bit allocation, and used a recursive Taylor expansion (RTE) method to obtain an approximate solution. Based on content complexity correlation, the researchers in [37] developed a CTU level rate control for HEVC. The frame level rate control scheme proposed for x265 in [38] not only makes use of coding complexity history, but also considers data dependencies between the current and near future frames. To improve rate regulation performance, the work in [39] investigated a learning-based method for the optimal initial quantization parameter (QP) prediction. To
enhance the prediction accuracy of a R – λ model, the research [40] investigates a joint machine learning and game theory method to build multiple CTU-level models for inter frame RC. The model selection of a CU depends on the support vector-machine and Nash-bargaining-solution.

In summary, the aforementioned algorithms adopt different approaches to implement RC for H.265/HEVC, aiming to achieve excellent RC performance. These algorithms and other conventional RC algorithms have one common property: they typically adopt a buffer in rate control to smooth out encoding bits and to linearly adjust frame target bits according to buffer status. According to the best of our knowledge, all current H.265/HEVC rate control algorithms traditionally employ buffers in implementing rate regulation.

A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is a feedback control mechanism that is widely used in industrial control systems and various other applications [41]. We were the first to introduce this controller into video compression and used it in controlling buffer fullness effectively [42, 43, 44, 45]. In [46], we proposed a new way to use it directly in controlling encoding bits for MPEG-4 rate control, without using and controlling a buffer. Since a buffer is not used in rate control, our algorithm improves the real-time response and reduces encoding delay.
CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND OVERVIEW OF THIS WORK

3.1 Research Challenges

Due to its high coding efficiency, H.265/HEVC has a wide range of applications and has received extensive attention recently. To achieve high compression performance, H.265/HEVC has evolved from previous video coding standards by adding more advanced features and a number of new coding techniques such as advanced motion vector prediction, quarter sample precision for motion compensation, parallel processing architectures, diverse coding block sizes, and coding structures. With all these new features, the encoding scheme of H.265/HEVC is much more complicated than previous standards. As a result, H.265/HEVC rate control has become much more sophisticated and challenging. Furthermore, due to high demand for real-time networked video applications, how to compress videos and regulate encoding rates in real-time with low delay remains as another research challenge.

Due to these changes, the complexity of H.265/HEVC compression is very high when compared with previous standards. The majority of HEVC’s computational complexity is caused by many possible diverse block sizes and coding modes [26]. Therefore, a practical rate control scheme for HEVC should be relatively simple for many commercial video applications [26].

3.2 Overview of This Work

In order to address the challenges listed above, in this study, we conducted in-depth research on rate control for H.265/HEVC. There were two research objectives. The first
one was to achieve accurate rate control and the second one was to improve real time response and reduce encoding delay.

According to the best of our knowledge, so far, the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control theory has not been used in directly controlling encoding bitrates without using a buffer for H.265/HEVC. Thus, based on the PID control theory and the new coding features of H.265/HEVC, we developed a new PID bit controller for H.265/HEVC to directly control compression bitrate without using a buffer. We first performed target bit allocation to a coding unit according to the available channel bandwidth. Then, based on the bit error between target bits and actual encoding bits, we applied PID control theory to adjust the target bits allocated to a coding unit proportionally, integrally, and derivatively, aiming at reducing the bit error and achieving accurate rate control.

The innovation of the algorithm is that the buffer is not used in the entire rate control process and compression rates are directly controlled by applying the famous PID theory in the field of Automatic Control. The compressed bits are immediately sent to network channels for transmission and are smoothed by network buffers if needed. When combined with our simple bit allocation strategies, our rate control algorithm is not only effective, but it also reduces encoding delay and improves real-time response. Experimental results have authenticated the effectiveness of our rate control algorithm.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 4 discusses the direct bit control, and Chapter 5 investigates the bufferless rate control algorithm in detail. Chapter 6 explains the development of automation tools for collecting experimental data. Chapter 7 presents the experimental results to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and explores possible future work.
CHAPTER 4 DIRECT BIT CONTROL FOR H.265/HEVC

4.1 Direct PID-Based Bit Control for Inter-Frames

The Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is a feedback control loop to regulate the actual output from a process to be close to the target output. It integrates a proportional term, integral term, and derivative term to achieve accurate and stable control. Due to its flexibility and broad range of applications, it is a common control system found in various industries and control applications [47].

Since rate control is a process that is automatically controlled, it is a suitable candidate for PID Control. When a frame is encoded, the goal is to regulate the number of actual encoding bits output from an encoder to be close to the target bit budget allocated to a frame before encoding. At the beginning of the encoding process, the difference between actual encoding bits and frame target bits might be very large due to the natural characteristics of the prediction from a rate-distortion model. But through the model’s self-adaptation during the encoding process, the generic R-D model gradually adapts to reflect the R-D properties of an encoding sequence, and thus the bit difference gradually diminishes. By applying this bit control for each frame during the encoding process, we can achieve rate control.

Conventional rate control approaches, including RC for HEVC, generally use a linear method to adjust target bits for a coding unit according to buffer status. That is to say that they only use a proportional controller in rate control. The weakness of a proportional controller is that it can only reduce the control error, but can never eliminate this error [41]. Obviously, its control ability is not effective enough. As the effectiveness of applying the PID controller in video compression and rate control has already been
demonstrated [42, 43, 44, 45, 46], in this research, we further investigate on using the PID technique to control encoding bits directly for H.265/HEVC inter-frames.

In accordance with available bandwidth, rate control allocates a number of target bits to a given frame and, once encoded, collects the actual number of encoding bits used. The control target is to maintain the number of actual encoding bits per frame closely to its allocated target bit budget, and to minimize the difference between target bits and actual encoding bits for a frame in order to achieve accurate rate control.

We define the error value $e(t)$ as the difference between the number of target bits $T_{i,j}$ allocated to the $j^{th}$ frame in the $i^{th}$ GOP, and the number of actual encoding bits $C_{i,j}$ used in encoding this frame:

$$e(t) = T_{i,j} - C_{i,j}$$ (1)

An illustration of each portion of the PID controller is shown in Figure 4.1. Once a frame has been encoded, a PID controller continuously calculates this error value $e(t)$, and then applies a correction based on proportional, integral, and derivative terms. The controller attempts to minimize the error during the entire encoding process by applying a control variable $\mu(t)_{PID}$, representing the PID bit adjustment, to the target bits pre-allocated to a frame before encoding [48].
The control function of the PID bit adjustment is expressed by:

\[
\mu(t)_{PID} = \mu(t)_P + \mu(t)_I + \mu(t)_D, \tag{2}
\]

where \(u(t)_P\) is the proportional component, \(u(t)_I\) denotes the integral portion, and \(u(t)_D\) represents the differential term. Specifically, these three components can be calculated according to:

\[
\mu(t)_P = K_P \cdot e(t),
\]

\[
\mu(t)_I = K_I \cdot \int_0^t e(t') dt',
\]

\[
\mu(t)_D = K_D \cdot \frac{de(t)}{dt},
\]

where \(K_P\), \(K_I\), and \(K_D\) are positive and represent the control parameters for the proportional, integral, and derivative terms respectively. \(t\) is the present time, while \(t'\) is the integral from time 0 to the present \(t\).

Each of these components contributes to reducing the error found while encoding. The proportional component \((\mu(t)_P)\) corrects the control target proportional to the difference \(e_t\) between the actual bits and the target bits per frame. It can reduce the difference, but never eliminate this difference. Most rate control approaches only use proportional control alone. However, this will lead to an error between the target bits and the actual encoding bits since it requires an error to produce the proportional response. Otherwise, there is no corrective response if there is no error. When the residual error induced by the proportional control lasts, the integral term in \((\mu(t)_I)\) can gradually increase the control strength due to the growing integral effect and can eliminate this error. However, doing so may result in slow response and overshoot. The derivative term \((\mu(t)_D)\) considers the rate of error change, but not the error itself. It can reduce overshoot, improve
response, and ensure system stability [48]. Thus, using the three controllers simultaneously is much more powerful than using each individual controller since it integrates their benefits together.

As video encoding is performed on a frame by frame basis, it is in a discrete form but not in a continuous form. Therefore, $\mu(t)_I$ and $\mu(t)_D$ are actually implemented by the following discrete forms:

$$\mu(t)_I = K_I \cdot \int_0^t e(t') dt' = K_I \cdot \sum_{i=1}^t e(t_i),$$

$$\mu(t)_D = K_D \cdot \frac{de(t)}{dt} \approx K_D \cdot (e(t) - e(t-1))$$

### 4.2 PID Control Parameter Tuning

PID Tuning is a repetitive process which adjusts its control parameters to optimum values, so as to obtain desired control objectives. During the tuning process, system stability is a fundamental requirement, but different systems and applications might have different behaviors and requirements. Therefore, parameter tuning methods are different. Ziegler–Nichols, software tools, Cohen–Conn, and manual tuning are general approaches for parameter tuning [41].

Most control systems empirically select these PID parameters. A larger proportional coefficient $K_P$ will have a stronger control power, but might also cause system oscillation. $K_I$ can eliminate the error, but too much $K_I$ will cause instability. Even though $K_D$ is able to reduce overshoot, improve response, and ensure system stability, too much $K_D$ will cause excessive response and overshoot. Therefore, how to select appropriate parameters is a tough and very time-consuming process.
In this study, we manually tuned these three coefficients. Based on our experimental results, we found that if $K_p$, $K_i$, and $K_d$ are around 0.3, 0.025 and 0.1 respectively within a small range, our rate control algorithm can obtain very good performance. This indicates that our PID controller is very stable and is not that sensitive to these values. Please note that these three values are generic and work for all video sequences at all target bit rates.
CHAPTER 5 THE PROPOSED BUFFERLESS RATE CONTROL FOR
H.265/HEVC

In this chapter, we first present our proposed algorithm in-depth, and then summarize the algorithm in a stepwise manner.

5.1 Target Bit Allocation

5.1.1 Bit Determination for H.265/HEVC Rate Control

The four bit determination cases in the H.265/HEVC rate control (RC) algorithm are described below:

1) The 1st frame in the first GOP: H.265/HEVC RC directly uses the pre-set QP value in the encoding configuration file.

2) The 1st frame in other GOPs: H.265/HEVC RC does not perform target bit allocation nor does it calculate its QP through the pixel-wise R-Q model. Instead, its QP is directly obtained based on the QP of the last frame in the previous GOP and the average QP of reference frames from the previous GOP. Then, this QP is clipped within ±2 of the QP of the last frame in the previous GOP, to guarantee smoothness.

3) Reference frames in a GOP: Multiple factors have been exploited in allocating the target bit budget to reference frames, including buffer occupancy, target buffer level, weights of reference and non-reference frames, remaining bits in a GOP, and the initial buffer status. Once the number of target bits of this reference frame is obtained, the QP for this frame can be derived by the pixel-wise unified R-Q model.
Non-reference frames in a GOP: H.265/HEVC RC does not allocate target bits to non-reference frames nor compute its QP through the pixel-wise R-Q model. Instead, for a non-reference frame, HEVC RC directly derives its QP by adding 2 to the average QP of its two reference frames.

In summary, H.265/HEVC RC only performs target bit allocation to the reference frames in a GOP, but not for non-reference frames and the 1st frame in a GOP. The bit allocation distributes target bits to a frame according to the remaining bits in a GOP, and the weights of reference and non-reference frames, then proportionally adjusts the target bit budget according to buffer feedback. Once the target bit budget for this reference frame is obtained, the QP for this frame can be derived by the pixel-wise unified R-Q model [26].

5.1.2 The Proposed Bit Allocation Strategy

The strategy for allocating the initial target bits for each frame can be broken down as follows:

1) The 1st I-frame, P-frame, and B-frame: we do not perform target bit allocation nor calculate QP for them. Instead, we use the pre-defined QP in the encoding configuration file to encode these frames.

2) I-frame for each intra-period: Same as H.265/HEVC RC, we do not allocate target bits for intra frames, but we use our proposed method to calculate the QP for each I-frame.

3) Bit Allocation for Inter–frames (P-frames and B-frames): Different from H.265/HEVC RC, which only allocate bits for P-frames (reference frames) but not for B-frames (non-reference frames), our strategy is to perform bit allocation for both P-frames and B-
frames. Here, we propose a simple but effective bit allocation method. We first allocate the target bits at the GOP level and then allocate the target bits at the frame level.

Our method for estimating the number of bits to allocate a GOP is defined as:

\[ T_{GOP} = \frac{T_{rate}}{F_{rate}} \times N_{GOP}, \]

(3)

where \( T_{GOP} \) denotes the target bits allocated to a GOP, \( F_{rate} \) is the frame rate, \( N_{GOP} \) indicates the number of pictures in a GOP, and \( T_{rate} \) represents the target bitrate or the current available bitrate determined by the channel bandwidth. Please note that this work mainly focuses on Constant Bitrate Control (CBR) applications, but it also works for Variable Bitrate Control (VBR) cases. Once we obtain the target bit budget for a GOP, we can calculate the initial target bit budget for a frame by:

\[ T_{i,j} = \frac{W_{i,j}^S \times T_{GOP}}{(W_{i,j}^I \times N_{I,i} + W_{i,j}^P \times N_{P,i} + W_{i,j}^B \times N_{B,i})} \]

(4)

where \( W_{i,j}^I \) is I-frames’ weight, \( W_{i,j}^P \) is P-frames’ weight, and \( W_{i,j}^B \) is B-frames’ weight. \( W_{i,j}^S \) is \( W_{i,j}^I \), \( W_{i,j}^P \), or \( W_{i,j}^B \) depending on the current frame type. Correspondingly, \( N_{I,i} \), \( N_{P,i} \), and \( N_{B,i} \) denote the number of I-frames, P-frames, and B-frames within the \( i^{th} \) GOP. It can be seen from Eq. (4) that the proposed bit allocation method only depends on the target bitrate, frame type weights, frame rate, GOP size, and the number of I-, P- and B-frames in a GOP. This information is already available before encoding, and thus our bit allocation method is suitable for real-time control. Please note that our method also performs target bit allocation to B-frames. This is different from H.265/HEVC RC, which does not allocate target bits nor calculate QP for B-frames. Instead, H.265/HEVC RC directly derives a B-frame’s QP based on its two reference QPs, which might degrade the rate control accuracy.
Once a frame has been encoded, the weight for this frame needs to be updated dynamically according to its frame type. The only frame weight that is not adjusted is the P frame which acts as our reference point and is set to a value of 1.0. Only the weights of I- and P- frames are dynamically updated. A weight adjustment method was proposed in [45], which takes the average number of encoded bits and the average distortion into consideration when making adjustments. Here, we apply this method to adjust the weights below:

$$W_{i,j}^I = \frac{e^{(PSNR_{i,j}^P - PSNR_{i,j}^I)/\delta} \times B_{i,j}^I}{B_{i,j}^P},$$  

$$W_{i,j}^B = \frac{e^{(PSNR_{i,j}^P - PSNR_{i,j}^B)/\delta} \times B_{i,j}^B}{B_{i,j}^P},$$

where $PSNR_{i,j}^B$, $PSNR_{i,j}^P$, and $PSNR_{i,j}^I$ are the average PSNRs in coding previous $num_B$ B-frames, $num_P$ P-frames, and $num_I$ I-frames respectively, and $B_{i,j}^B$, $B_{i,j}^P$, and $B_{i,j}^I$ are their corresponding average coding bits. For the intra-period -1, which means that only the first frame is an I-frame, and the rest of the frames are P- or B-frames, the window size $(num_I + num_P + num_B)$ is empirically set to 30 [42]. Otherwise, the window size is twice the length of the intra period. $\delta$ is a tuning factor and is empirically set to 16. The initial values of $W_{i,j}^I$, $W_{i,j}^P$, and $W_{i,j}^B$ are 3.0, 1.0, and 0.5 respectively.

The weight adjustment method takes the average actual encoding bits and the average coding qualities into consideration. Its objective is to keep the coding quality consistent among different frames and types. When compared with the average coding quality of previous P-frames, if that of previous B-frames is lower, $W_{i,j}^B$ is increased and more target bits will be allocated to subsequent B-frames. This way, its coding quality is
gradually improved. On the contrary, if the average PSNR of $B$-frames is higher than that of $P$-frames, $W_{B}^{l,j}$ is decreased and fewer target bits will be distributed to subsequent $B$-frames, and thus its coding quality is decreased correspondingly.

5.2 PID-Based Target Bit Adjustment

Conventional rate control schemes generally use a buffer to smooth encoding bits and proportionally tune the initial target bits for an inter-frame according to buffer status. In this study, we propose to remove the buffer from the H.265/HEVC rate control process and exploit the PID bit controller to directly manage encoding rates to meet the constraints of available channel bandwidth. The encoded bits are sent to network channels directly and are smoothed in buffers on the network side if needed. Since a buffer is not used during the encoding process the encoding delay is reduced, and the real time response is also improved.

After obtaining the initial target number of bits for a frame, we apply the PID bit controller to tune the initial target bit budget by:

$$T_{l,j} = T_{l,j} + \mu(t)_{PID}$$

If the actual encoded bits from the previous frame exceed the target bits that were budgeted for it, the PID controller will adjust by decreasing the target bit budget for future frames accordingly. Conversely, when the actual encoded bits for the previous frames were less than their target bit budgets, the PID controller increases the target bit budgets for the subsequent frames. Through these adjustments, the PID controller reduces the error that has been accumulated throughout encoding and achieves an actual encoded bitrate close to the target bitrate.
As a precaution, thresholds are in place to prevent too few or too many target bits from being budgeted to an inter-frame, which may result in too high or too low of coding quality. The upper bound of the frame level target bit budget is empirically set to double the number of average bits per frame, while the lower bound is set to one fourth the number of average bits per frame [46]. This ensures that a frame can obtain a minimum encoding quality while also guaranteeing that no frame will obtain an extremely high coding quality. Specifically, our thresholds are set as follows:

\[
T_{i,j} = \min\{T_{rate}/(4 \cdot F_{rate}), \max\{T_{i,j}, (2 \cdot T_{rate})/F_{rate}\}\}
\]

(8)

5.3 Quantization Parameter Determination

5.3.1 Quantization Parameter for Inter-frames

To calculate the encoding parameter, Quantization Parameter (QP), for an inter-frame, we adopt the following pixel-wise unified rate-quantization (R-Q) model [26, 27]:

\[
\frac{T_{i,j}}{N_{pixel}} = MAD_{i,j}^P \times \left(\frac{x_{i,j}^1}{QP_{i,j}}\right)^x + \frac{x_{i,j}^2}{QP_{i,j}}
\]

(9)

where \(QP_{i,j}\) denotes the current inter-frame’s QP, \(N_{pixel}\) is the number of pixels in a frame, \(MAD_{i,j}^P\) is the predicted Mean Absolute Difference for the current frame. \(X_{i,j}^1\) and \(X_{i,j}^2\) are model parameters of the quadratic model, which are updated after encoding each frame. \(MAD_{i,j}^P\) is predicted based on the actual MAD value of its previous frame [26, 27]. Once \(MAD_{i,j}^P, T_{i,j}, X_{i,j}^1,\) and \(X_{i,j}^2\) are known, \(QP_{i,j}\) for the current frame can be calculated from Eq. (9).
5.3.2 QP Determination for Intra-frames

Intra-frames do not follow the same QP calculation as inter-frames. Same as H.265/HEVC RC, our bit allocation method does not allocate target bits to an intra-frame, nor calculate its QP based on the R-Q model. Intra-frames have their own form of QP calculation. Instead, a different approach for calculating the QP is proposed based on averaging the QPs from previous inter-coded frames with minor adjustments [46]. Though simple, this method is effective and quick to implement. The formula for this approach is described as:

$$Q_{P_{I}} = Q_{P_{Inter}} + \Delta Q, \quad (10)$$

where $Q_{P_{I}}$ denotes the Quantization Parameter of the current I-frame, and $Q_{P_{Inter}}^{ave}$ is the average QP of previous $m$ inter-coded frames, with $m$ being set to 3 in our experiments. At the beginning, the initial value of $\Delta Q$ is 1.0. It is updated during the coding process by:

$$\Delta Q = \Delta Q + (PSNR_{I,k1} - PSNR_{Inter,k1}^{ave})/\theta, \quad (11)$$

where $k_1$ is the coding time of the last I-frame, $PSNR_{I,k1}$ is the PSNR of the last I-frame, and $PSNR_{Inter,k1}^{ave}$ is the average PSNR of 3 inter coded frames before the last I-frame. $\theta$ is a tuning parameter and is empirically set to 16 in our experiments.

In order to obtain balanced coding quality among intra-frames and inter-frames, we compare coding qualities between an intra-frame and its previous inter-frames. From Eq. (11), we can see that if $PSNR_{Inter,k1}^{ave}$ is lower than $PSNR_{I,k1}$, we increase $\Delta Q$ and thus increase QP for the current I-frame so as to decrease its coding quality. However, if $PSNR_{Inter,k1}^{ave}$ is higher than $PSNR_{I,k1}$, we need to decrease the QP of this I-frame to improve its coding quality.
After QP is determined, the encoder uses this QP to encode the current frame. The encoded bits will then be sent to the channel directly. Please note that, when buffer occupancy is very high, conventional rate control algorithms skip encoding frames to reduce buffer fullness and avoid buffer overflow. H.265/HEVC RC assumes unlimited buffer size, which is impractical, and thus never skips a frame. Our algorithm never uses a buffer and naturally omits buffer and frame skipping control, which can reduce encoding delay and improve real-time response to a large degree.

5.3 Summary of the Proposed Algorithm

The summary of the algorithm is broken down into these steps:

**Step 1.** Allocate target bits to a GOP using Eq. (3)

**Step 2.** Allocate the initial target bits to an inter-frame using Eq. (4).

**Step 3.** Calculate the bit adjustment according to the PID controller by Eq. (2)

**Step 4.** Use the PID bit adjustment to modify the initial target bits for an inter-frame by Eq. (7)

**Step 5.** Use Eq. (8) to restrict the target bits for an inter-frame into a reasonable range.

**Step 6.** Compute a QP for an inter-frame using Eq. (9)

**Step 7.** Calculate a QP for an intra-frame using Eq. (10).

**Step 8.** Encode a frame using the obtained QP.

**Step 9.** After encoding, update the R-D model, adjust the weights, and compute the bit error between the target bit budget and actual coding bits, using Eq. (1), (5), (6), (11).

**Step 10.** Go to step 1 or 2 to encode the next GOP/frame until the end.

The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1: The Flowchart of the Proposed Rate Control Algorithm
CHAPTER 6 AUTOMATION TOOL FOR COLLECTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Collecting and formatting data is a very time consuming and tedious process. Spending time manually collecting and arranging data takes time away from making improvements to the algorithm itself. Furthermore, the time to encode a video can be long depending on the resolution and length of the video. This problem exacerbates itself when encoding multiple video test sequences with various target bit rates. Due to this, automating the testing process was a necessity. Because most of these tasks were not overly complex and could be repeated, in this research, I developed a suite of automation tools to speed up the process of data collection and formatting.

I used Perl when developing these tools due to it having very good excel related modules, built in regular expression support, and a quick implementation time. The environment used when running these tests was Strawberry Perl, which is a Perl environment that runs on Windows and includes several preinstalled modules. Using Strawberry Perl sped up the process of installing and running these tools on multiple computers.

6.1 Automation Overview and Implementation

There were three main objectives when I developed the automation tools:

1) Create a system in which configuring tests is quick and easy.

2) Design a system that could run many test sequences with various target encoding rates sequentially.
3) Format the resultant data into a table ready form and automatically generate data graphs.

These three objectives were the focus when designing the automation tools. The first objective, creating a system for configuring tests, was critical to the overall process since we planned to test many video sequences with a variety of configurations. For this purpose, a comma-separated value (CSV) file was used to contain metadata information on each test being performed. This information includes the resolution of the video, the frame rate, target encoding rate, the GOP structure, path to the raw video, etc. Making this CSV file serves two purposes: it makes the data easy to parse, and it is a supported file type in excel which allows us to quickly add/edit each test. Figure 6.1 shows the structure and contents of this file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Name</td>
<td>YUV File</td>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Frame to be Encoded</td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Intra Period</td>
<td>GOP Size</td>
<td>GOP Structure</td>
<td>QP</td>
<td>Target Bitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class_C_Test1</td>
<td>C:\Keiba_832x480_30.yuv</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C:\PBPB.txt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1024000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class_C_Test2</td>
<td>C:\Keiba_832x480_30.yuv</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C:\PBPB.txt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1536000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class_C_Test3</td>
<td>C:\Keiba_832x480_30.yuv</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C:\PBPB.txt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2048000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Metadata configuration file contents

Row 1 in Figure 6.1 is ignored since it contains column names that are there for our convenience. Each row represents an individual test and contains the necessary information to run the H.265/HEVC encoder. Column A describes the resultant folder name where the test data will be stored. By default, the directory where these tests are stored is in a predetermined results folder that is set within the automation program itself. Column B contains the path to the raw video file to be encoded, while columns C – F contain information on the video to be encoded. Columns G – K contain information for configuring the encoder such as the intra period, GOP structure and size, initial QP value, and the target encoding bitrate. Adding new tests involves inserting a new row before the
The *END* tag and adding the necessary configuration information. The *END* tag signifies the end of tests to run.

Since running tests through the H.265/HEVC encoder takes a substantial amount of time, automating the execution of tests allows it to run continuously and save time. This initial process is responsible for setting up the test, running the encoder, and saving the resultant test data. It reads in the metadata configuration CSV file that contains all the information needed to run the encoder. To run the encoder, two things are needed: a *main* configuration file, and a *per sequence* configuration file. The *main* configuration file contains various parameters related to the encoder itself such as the GOP structure, GOP size, and intra period. The *per sequence* configuration file relates directly to the raw video being encoded and contains metadata information specifically relating to the video such as the width, height, frame rate, etc.

The automation process first reads the metadata configuration file and skips the first row. Then, it will read the next available line in the file. It will read the information in each column and build the two configuration files necessary to run the encoder. As mentioned previously, the *main* configuration file contains information pertinent to encoder settings. Checking Figure 6.1, this includes the intra period, GOP size, path of the GOP structure, QP, and target bitrate. This information is then inserted into a main configuration file that is based on one of the standard configuration files provided by H.265/HEVC. Next, the *per sequence* file is generated containing the video specific information such as the location of the YUV file, width/height, number of frames to encode, and the frame rate per second (FPS). The encoder is then executed using both generated configuration files. While the
encoder is running, it is generating data files that contain the target bitrate, actual encoding bitrate, PSNR values, and QP values.

Once the encoding is finished, a folder is created using the file name from column A of Figure 6.1 and the data files are copied into it along with the two configuration files that were used. A summary is then generated that contains coding details in a form that can be inserted into a table. This process is repeated until the value *END* is found. Figure 6.2 provides an overview of the automation process.
6.2 Post Automation Data Formatting

Both the original H.265/HEVC encoder (HM8.0) and the revised encoder that contains our proposed rate control algorithm use this process with the same test configurations. Doing this allows us to directly compare the performance of the two rate control algorithms. This comparison is done through evaluating overall performance through PSNR averages and bitrate accuracy, along with showing these values over the course of video encoding. To speed up the process of formatting data, I also implemented another program which takes the results from the automation process and formats them into an excel workbook.

Once both the original HM8.0 encoder and the encoder with our proposed algorithm have finished the same set of tests, the resultant data folders are moved into their own respective directory. A new excel workbook is then created that will be used to store the formatted results. Next, the process will read each line of the metadata configuration file and create a new worksheet for each test listed. The data files for each test are then inserted into a table where the results for both encoders are listed side by side. Finally, two graphs are automatically generated: actual encoding bitrate over time and the PSNR values for each frame. Using these two graphs we can compare the quality and smoothness between the proposed RC algorithm and the one adopted by the original HM8.0 encoder. Figure 6.3 provides an overview of the data formatting process.
6.3 Data Collected

For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, a variety of data points are collected and used for creating graphs and tables. I modified the H.265/HEVC encoder to output this data into separate data files that are collected by the automation process. Near the end of the encoding process, the data is combined into one file as shown by Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Sample Results from Combined Data File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Number</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>Initial Target Bits</th>
<th>Final Target Bits</th>
<th>Encoded Bits</th>
<th>Alpha I</th>
<th>Alpha B</th>
<th>QP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.7805</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>105352</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34.4334</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35.3177</td>
<td>22755</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>24088</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.5819</td>
<td>68266</td>
<td>68029</td>
<td>70952</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This data shows the performance over the course of encoding. It gives us insight into various components used in the algorithm such as our initial target bit estimation and the final target bit estimation. Alpha I and Alpha B refer to the weight parameters for I frames and B frames and are only updated after an I frame or B frame is encoded. PSNR represents the frames quality while QP is the quantization parameter used for that frame.

Once this data is obtained and inserted into an excel workbook, our program makes use of this data to automatically generate graphs. Figure 6.4 below is a sample of the graphs that are generated by our program.

(a) Keiba Bitrates (832x480, 1536k, IPP…IPP)  
(b) Keiba PSNR (832x480, 1536k, IPP…IPP)

Figure 6.4: Sample generated graphs
CHAPTER 7 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To conduct the performance evaluation, we implemented the proposed rate control algorithm on the HEVC reference software HM8.0 [49]. The performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with that of the HM8.0 RC algorithm adopted by H.265/HEVC [23, 24]. We conducted experiments under the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCTVC) common test conditions and test sequences [50]. For fair evaluation, the comparisons between the two RC algorithms are carried out under the same encoding parameter configurations. We have tested standard sequences from different classes in different resolutions, ranging from 416x240 to 1280x720, with different frame rates: 30 frames per second (fps), 50fps, and 60fps. Each video had 200 frames encoded to allow for a more accurate comparison.

Three different sets of experiments were conducted using different temporal prediction structures along with different intra periods:

1) Intra period is 4 with repeating P frames (IPP...IPP), GOP size is 4; (IPPPIPPP...IPPP)

2) Intra period is 16 with 1 B-frame inserted between two reference frames (I- or P-frame), i.e.: IBPBP...IBPBP, GOP size is 8 (IBPBP...IBPBP)

3) Intra period is -1, only the 1st frame is used as an Intra-frame, and the rest of the frames are coded with P-frame, GOP size is 4 (IPPP…PP)

The standard measurements used for comparison was the overall rate control accuracy along with the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), in decibel units (dB), that
measures the overall encoding quality. A higher PSNR value indicates a better coding quality, and vice versa.

The percentage error for RC, $E_{rc}$, is calculated by:

$$E_{rc} = \frac{|T_{rate} - C_{rate}|}{T_{rate}} \times 100\%$$

where $C_{rate}$ represents the actual output encoding bitrates. A lower percentage value represents a smaller amount of error and a higher RC accuracy. The PSNR Gain is computed by:

$$Gain = PSNR_{Prop.} - PSNR_{HM8.0},$$

where $PSNR_{Prop}$ represents the proposed algorithm’s PSNR while $PSNR_{HM8.0}$ indicates HM8.0 RC’s PSNR. A positive $Gain$ demonstrates the PSNR improvement obtained by the proposed algorithm. $Diff$, the difference between HM8 RC error (HM8 $E_{rc}$) and our algorithm’s error (Prop. $E_{rc}$), is obtained by: $Diff = HM8.0\ E_{rc} - Prop.\ E_{rc}$. A positive $Diff$ value indicates that HM8’s RC error is higher than ours, demonstrating that our algorithm has improved the RC accuracy. A negative value means the RC error was increased by our algorithm, indicating decreased RC accuracy.
Table 7.1 presents the rate control performance for encoding structure 1 (IPPP...IPPP). From the results in Table 7.1, we can easily observe that our algorithm obtains more accurate rate control with usually higher average coding quality when compared with the HM8.0 RC. In some cases, HM8.0 RC algorithm is completely out of
control. For example, when the given target bitrate for the sequence Blowing Bubbles is 1024 Kbps, the actual encoding bitrate achieved by HM8.0 RC is 476.86 Kbps with an RC error of 53.43%, while our actual encoding bitrate is 1021.42 Kbps with only a very small error 0.25%. This shows that our algorithm’s control ability is much stronger than that of HM8.0 RC. Overall, the average rate control errors of our algorithm and HM8.0 are 0.49% and 24.2% respectively, while the average coding quality gains of our algorithm over HM8.0 is 3.74 dB correspondingly.

For the temporal prediction structure (IPP…IPP), Figure 7.1 presents the curves of the actual encoding bitrates and PSNRs. In these figures, the actual encoding bitrate obtained by the proposed algorithm is indicated by the curve named Prop., while that achieved by HM8.0 RC is denoted by the curve of HM8.0. The target encoding bitrate is a constant, represented by a horizontal line named Target. From Figure 7.1 (a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k), (m), (o), (q), (s), and (u), we can observe that our curves for actual encoding bitrate are closer to the target bitrates than the curves of HM8.0. This clearly demonstrates that our algorithm achieves better performance in rate control than HM8.0. Sometimes, for HM8.0 RC, the difference between the actual encoding bitrate and target bitrate is large, which indicates the weaker control ability of HM8.0. Figure 7.1 (b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l), (n), (p), (r), (t), and (v) show that HM8.0’s PSNR curves fluctuate more and are lower than our algorithm’s PSNR curves. These demonstrate again that our algorithm can obtain better coding quality. All of these authenticate that the proposed RC algorithm outperforms HM8.0 RC.
(a) Keiba Bitrates (832x480, 1536k)  (b) Keiba PSNR (832x480, 1536k)

(c) Mobisode2 Bitrates (832x480, 2048k)   (d) Mobisode2 PSNR (832x480, 2048k)

(e) Flowervase Bitrates (832x480, 1024k)                               (f) Flower PSNR (832x480, 1024k)
(g) BasketballDrill Bitrates (832x480, 2048k)

(h) BasketballDrill PSNR (832x480, 2048k)

(i) PartyScene Bitrates (832x480, 2560k)

(j) PartyScene PSNR (832x480, 2560k)

(k) BasketballPass Bitrates (416x240, 512k)

(l) BasketballPass PSNR (416x240, 512k)
Table 7.2 shows the overall RC performance for temporal prediction structure 2 (Intra Period=16, IBP…IBP) and for temporal prediction structure 3 (IPP…PP). The details for the target bitrates, actual encoded bitrates, and frame PSNRs are illustrated in Figure 7.2. It is very complicated to perform rate control for the encoding structure 2 since all three frame types are involved. However, the results in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2 demonstrate that our proposed algorithm is usually more effective at obtaining a higher average PSNR and more accurate rate control than HM8.0 RC. From Figure 7.2 (b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l), (n), and (p), we can observe that in the PSNR curve of HM8.0 RC, there is greater fluctuation as its intra-coded frame’s PSNR drop a lot when compared to the inter-coded frames. This indicates that HM8.0 RC is less efficient in handling intra-frames.
However, the PSNR curve of the proposed RC algorithm is much smoother, indicating our algorithm can handle intra-frames more efficiently.

Table 7.2. Overall Performance Comparison – (Intra-Period=16, IBP) & (Intra-Period=−1, IPP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>Target bitrate (Kbps)</th>
<th>Actual Encoding Bitrate (Kbps)</th>
<th>Rate Control Error (%)</th>
<th>PSNR (dB)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HM8.0</td>
<td>Prop.</td>
<td>HM8.0</td>
<td>Prop.</td>
<td>Diff.</td>
<td>HM8.0</td>
<td>Prop.</td>
<td>Gain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartyScene</td>
<td>(832x480, 50 fps, IPP…PP)</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>2609.00</td>
<td>2580.61</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>30.72</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowervase</td>
<td>(832x480, 30 fps, IPP…PP)</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1546.70</td>
<td>1532.02</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>41.77</td>
<td>41.81</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartyScene</td>
<td>(832x480, 50 fps, IPP…PP)</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>3151.62</td>
<td>3080.02</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td>31.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobisode2</td>
<td>(832x480, 30 fps, IPP…PP)</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2061.66</td>
<td>2051.13</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>45.03</td>
<td>45.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlowingBubbles</td>
<td>(416x240, 50 fps, IPP…PP)</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1537.76</td>
<td>1537.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>36.56</td>
<td>36.62</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobisode2</td>
<td>(416x240, 30 fps, IPP…PP)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1031.95</td>
<td>1022.86</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>50.23</td>
<td>50.03</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keiba</td>
<td>(832x480, 30 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1015.76</td>
<td>1031.26</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>35.56</td>
<td>35.68</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keiba</td>
<td>(832x480, 30 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1522.60</td>
<td>1540.99</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowervase</td>
<td>(832x480, 30 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1011.04</td>
<td>1025.62</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>39.35</td>
<td>40.27</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowervase</td>
<td>(832x480, 30 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1517.75</td>
<td>1534.28</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>40.15</td>
<td>41.25</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlowingBubbles</td>
<td>(416x240, 50 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1015.20</td>
<td>1030.90</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>33.92</td>
<td>34.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlowingBubbles</td>
<td>(416x240, 50 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1525.54</td>
<td>1536.30</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>35.55</td>
<td>35.87</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlowingBubbles</td>
<td>(416x240, 50 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2031.95</td>
<td>2049.87</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>36.77</td>
<td>37.32</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny</td>
<td>(1280x720, 60 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2015.26</td>
<td>2067.28</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>41.51</td>
<td>42.07</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny</td>
<td>(1280x720, 60 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>2519.96</td>
<td>2581.61</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>42.08</td>
<td>42.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny</td>
<td>(1280x720, 60 fps, IBP…IBP)</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>3035.13</td>
<td>3104.04</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>42.36</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1.10% 0.40% 0.70% 38.72 39.07 0.35</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please note that encoding structure 3 (IPP…PP) is the simplest case in RC since only P-frames need to be controlled. One can see from Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2 that, when compared with HM8.0 RC, the proposed algorithm has also achieved slightly better or similar performance on rate control accuracy and average PSNR.
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(a) PartyScene Bitrates (832x480, 2560k, IPPP)  
(b) PartyScene PSNR (832x480, 2560k, IPPP)

![Graphs showing bitrate and PSNR comparisons](image2)

(c) PartyScene Bitrates (832x480, 3072k, IPPP)  
(d) PartyScene PSNR (832x480, 3072k, IPPP)
(e) BlowingBubbles Bitrates (416x240, 1536k, IPPP)   (f) BlowingBubbles PSNR (416x240, 1536k, IPPP)

(g) Flowervase Bitrates (832x480, 1536k, IPPP)        (h) Flower PSNR (832x480, 1536k, IPPP)

(i) Keiba Bitrates (832x480, 1024k, IBP)        (j) Keiba PSNR (832x480, 1024k, IBP)
Figure 7.2: Experimental Results for Video Sequences Encoded at Various Bitrates (Intra-Period=16, IBP…IBP) & (Intra-Period=-1, IPP…PP)
CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS

In video compression, rate control plays an essential role in regulating compressed bit streams to satisfy predefined constraints, such as network bandwidth, buffer size, and optimal visual quality. The primary research objective of this thesis was to investigate rate control techniques for the current video compression standard – H.265/HEVC. To conclude this thesis, our major contributions of this research are summarized first followed by the discussion of potential future work.

First, we studied the concepts and principles in video compression and rate control. Second, we investigated various video rate control algorithms, particularly for H.265/HEVC. Third, we analyzed the complex source codes of the H.265/HEVC encoder with a focus on rate control. Fourth, we studied the PID control theory and developed a direct PID-based bit control for inter-frames to reduce the deviation between target bits and actual coding bits. Fifth, we proposed a bufferless rate control algorithm for H.265/HEVC video compression. Sixth, we implemented an automation tool to collect encoding results and calculate rate control statistics automatically. Finally, we implemented our proposed methods and algorithms in the H.265/HEVC encoder and evaluated the performance.

This research proposed several novel ideas for rate control. First, it does not adopt a buffer in smoothing out compressed bit streams and adjusting target bits. Second, it applies a Proportional-Integral-Derivative approach to adjust the initial target bit budget and directly control the actual coding bitrate to achieve accurate rate control. The proposed algorithm has low complexity and low encoding delay, which is suitable for real-time video applications. The experimental results have shown that, when compared with the rate control algorithm adopted by H.265/HEVC, the proposed rate control algorithm achieves
better performance in terms of rate control accuracy and encoding quality, resulting in an overall improvement to encoding.

Our future work will concentrate on adapting the proposed algorithm to work at different coding unit levels and extending it to the newest H.265/HEVC reference software. The algorithm can also be further optimized by tuning weight parameters that are associated with the PID controller. Giving more or less weight to the different components of the PID controller can have a significant effect on the end coding results. Finally, the other structures that the algorithm relies on, such as target bit estimation, can be changed based on new methodologies and approaches.


